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Installed generating capacity in Thailand is expected to triple over the next fifteen years, from 9,600 to
more than 30,000 megawatts. The expansion of the power sector will be Thailand's largest infrastructure
project and will strain the utilities' technical capabilities and borrowing capacity.

Recognizing the severe impact of such unchecked growth in power demand, the Thai government in late
1991 became the first Asian country to adopt a comprehensive demand side management plan for the
power sector. The five-year plan calls for US$183 million of utility spending to save an estimated 225
megawatts at the peak period..

Several months later, the Thai legislature approved a law that win establish what may become the largest
government-sponsored fund for investment in energy efficiency and renewable energy in the world. The
fund win provide selective grants for a range of energy efficiency and renewable energy projects and
related environmental activities. The initial allocation to the fund will be in the range of US$50-60
JiJl..llJi...l..lVJU, and a tax on petroleum products will generate an additional US$50-60 million annually.

This paper describes the energy-efficient technologies called for in the plan and the type of incentives and
delivery mechanisms that will be necessary to get them installed. Many of the DSM technologies are not
manufactured and will have to be imported, at least until a local production capacity can be
established0

the paper briefly discusses type of public/,rivate partnerships that may be necessary for the
to succeed in Thailand.

hailand's DSM Plan

In November 1991, Thailand became the first Asian
to energy efficiency into its

power process when it adopted a comprehensive
n".P':-VF'.~r DSM Master ~Plan. The DSM Master Plan relies

pnnCj,plt~S and refined during a decade of
at the North American utilities.

all of the technologies and associated costs
identified in the Master Plan are based on extensive
of the market situation in ThaHando

The DSM effort will require a budget of US$183
million and save an estimated 225 megawatts (see Fig
ure this is a pioneering effort for an Asian

the amount represents just a small portion of the
biHion that the Electricity Generating Authority of

Thailand plans to spend to add 12,000 MW of
}:O;V!l..a.VJ.~:A.ll..u...II.J:; capacity over the next decade. In fact, capital
constraints on its power expansion program are one reason
that the state-run EGAT stands to benefit from an
aggressive DSM programs On average, the DSM options

outlined in the five-year Master Plan will provide MW
savings at about half the cost of building new capacity..

The 225 MW is only about 4 percent of the projected
increase in electric demand over the next five years, and it
is just the tip of Thailand's iceberg of efficiency potentiaL
Studies conducted by various Thai agencies and outside
consultants of Thailand's electricity end uses have identi
fled an achievable DSM potential of at least 2,000 MW
over the next decade (Monenco 1991, Chemiack and
du Pont 1991). Including credits for the reserve margin
and transmission and distribution losses, this could
displace nearly 25 percent of EGAT's planned system
expansion at half the cost of new capacity.1 An
aggressive, lO-year DSM effort to save 2,000 MW of
peak demand would save EGAT about US$3~9 billion in
capital costs for system expansion (Chemiack and du Pont
1991). Table 1 compares the DSM cost savings to other
infrastructure expenditures for projects currently
undertaken by the Thai govemmenL
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Establishing the
Organization

In November 1991 the NEPC
demand side management
the three Thai utilitiese The called
establishment of an inter-utility Demand Side Mana11~emlent

Office (DSMO). The DSMO is to
tions before the end of 1992. The ODe~ratmQ:

DSMO, which includes fmancial incentives
efficiency measures will be an estimated
over five years. This money win be
utilities and then to them as
adlustmelnt mechanism for the customer

The agency responsible for setting the direction of Thai
energy policy is the National Energy Policy Committee
(NEPC), a cabinet-level committee that sets the policies
governing fuel and electricity. The operating arm of the
NEPC is the National Energy Policy Office (NEPO),
which is under the Office of the Prime Minister. The
kingdom's three electric utilities are the Electricity
Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT), the Metropoli
tan Electricity Authority (MEA) and the Provincial
Electricity Authority (PEA).

EGAT is a state-owned enterprise that produces virtually
aU of Thailand's electricity. MEA and PEA distribute
electricity provided to them by EGATN They are state
.Ql.flt.Ql."lI'"1I"\.~~'~O under the direction of the Ministry of Interior.

'"The agency charged with the lead on energy con
servation and renewable energy activities is the

1!l"""_"",~,....,.."",,.l"O'iI' of Affairs which is under the
of and EnvironmenL In

summary, NEPC and NEPO develop energy and

Mana~~emlent and for the DSM0 win
come from a DSM which will
act as a board of directors and have members from

and DEA and related
The DSMO will be for out
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the DSM programs. NEPO, acting as staff for the NEPC,
will be responsible for overseeing DSM activities and
ensuring that are carried out in a and effective
manner.

The DSM Office win consist of three major functional
areas: Program Design & Delivery, Planning & Evalua
tion, and Technology Assessment (see Figure 2). Within
the Program Design & Delivery Team, there win be a
sector manager for the major sectors: industrial, com-
mercial, and agriculturaL

The Programs and Technologies

The Thai DSM programs win provide financial incentives
for customers to purchase energy-efficient equipment The
utilities will compare the cost of purchasing electricity
savings to the cost of building new power plants. Only
measures that cost less than the cost of new

generation capacity are included in the programs. The
average long-term cost of savings from the DSM program
measures is US$O.020IkWh (see Figure 3) (Chemiack and
du Pont 1991). When these costs are compared to EGAT's
adjusted long-term cost of US$O.062/kWh (see below) to
produce new electricity supply, it is clear that the
least-cost investment for the utilities is in energy
efficiency.

Commercial Sector

Cooling and lighting are the areas of greatest potential for
electricity savings in Thai commercial buildings. The
savings potential is at least 15 percent for existing
buildings and up to 50 percent if energy efficiency
measures are designed and incorporated into new
construction (Busch 1990). The DSM plan outlines pilot
programs for new construction and· for retrofit of lighting
in existing commercial buildingso

& Evaluation

rrt:~nn~~ea Structure of Thailand's DSM Office
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3~ Cost of Saved Energy for Thai DSM Options

The New Commercial and Institutional Buildings Program
will aim to incorporate the most cost effective DSM
measures into the design of new offices, hotels, retail and
institutional The improvements include
increased overhangs, improved window glazing, efficient
llg.iltUJlg systems, properly sized variable speed drives for
fans and pumps, and high-efficiency chillers (see Busch

The DSMOffice will pay up to a set fee for design
assistance and 50 percent of the cost of energy-efficiency
eCfllUJlrnel1t and materials for buildings.. The
n'II""_'\/IP'~r program for this program is 231 buildings
and 98 MW. Based on the Busch study (1990), peak
demand reductions for commercial
range from 237 to 695 kW per The size of these

is now considered small by Thai building

The Commercial Program will provide
incentives for the owners of large buildings to install
electronic ballasts with 32-Watt fluorescent tubes,
efficient fixtures (specular parabolic reflectors),
and automatic controls where appropriate. For

Sh<loJJlouse-tvt,e commercial buildings the program
\viU pay for the purchase of 32-watt tubes and efficient
T-8 ballasts. The five-year savings target for
small and buildings is 27 MW.

The industrial sector accounts for half of Thailand's
electricity demand. Motors use at least 75 of the
electricity used in factories 1991). More complete
data need. to be collected. on the motors market for
Thailand, but it is clear that no local manufacturers
currently produce "energy-efficient" motors and that
imports of efficient motors form a very sman percentage
of sales. Data from the u.s. motors market indicated that
the potential for motors savings is very high -- 2-15
percent for electric induction motors, on the
motor size (Nadel et a1. 1991).

The High Efficiency Motors Program will offer fmancial
incentives to factory owners to buy energy-efficient
motors when their old motors bum out or need rewinding.
The amount of the incentive will depend on the size of the
motor and the level of efficiency. The DSM Office win
also work to expand the motors program to include adjust
able speed drives (ASDs). ASDs can save between 15-50
percent of motor energy and may be used in 40 percent of
motor applicationse The five-year program target for this
program is 130,000 motors and 34.2 peak MW of sav
ingse The savings estimates are conservative and are based
on motor change-outs alone; they do not account for
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substantial additional
other measures such

lubricants

can expect that the saturation of air conditioning will
continue to expand in all parts of the residential sector,
particularly with increasing household income

Rebates will also be available for consumers purchasing
air conditioners for existing homes. The DSM Office will
pay for the incremental cost of an air conditioner
with an EER of 10.5 or higher0 The for
this program is unitse

The Efficiency Refrigerator will offer
incentives to manufacturers to more effi-
cient units0 The incentives will cover the added cost of
prC)QUCmlg more efficient unitse After consultations with

one Thai refrigerator manufacturer manufactured a
prototype with 60 mm of cabinet insulation,
increased from 35 mm. This prototype is now the most
efficient model in its size class in Thailand and uses 25

less electricity than the standard model with 35
mm of insulation. The co.mpany is retooling its production
to selling the improved modeL The extra insulation
should add less than 10 to the retail price of the
~t:l.1"1I"'"~1tV~'Ii"'Qi"n~ (tsoonprase~rt 1992)~

The Insulation and High-Efficiency Air Conditioner
Program will provide rebates to homeowners building new
houses with air conditioninge The rebate win cover the
incremental cost of purchasing an efficient air conditioner
as well as ceiling insulation. (It must be structured so the
incentive is paid for both measures simultaneously.)
The insulation will allow the use of a 30-percent smaller
air conditioning unit, which win reduce energy use as
well. To qualify, the air conditioner must have an energy
efficiency ratio of 10.5 or higher. The nVl~-v~~r

target for this program is houses.

1"1he DSM Office win also initiate a program for industrial
",",,§'.1lA.VJ!.'VLB.'-" y retrofits~ Under this approach, factories

win be invited to propose their own DSM to the
DSM teame The industrial facilities program was not
lJUclgetea in the DSM master

The residential sector accounts for 25 of
Thailand's overan use~ the potential
for in this sector is not as as in the com-
mercial and industrial sectors, it is still very A

commissioned the International Institute for
Conservation estimated that investments in resi

dential DSM measures could avoid the need to build 800
MW of power the year 2001 The

for this program is a more modest 66
MW0 DSIvI activities in the residential sector will

two related in
1VA,.llS,V.l'.1V}'J;,.""] and residential rebate programs~

rlIi~lI~"Jl§'1It-'~T'll'l8"'!itf"" =i..*"'Il"'."='ll".. "",,? levels for domestic aPilIJanC~~s

_iI"*".~<l>"'!:I~\""'" incentives to manufacturers to
nrtll(ni{~e more efficient The levels
set in for the DSM programs will be translated
into standards of

section on the Conservation
Promotion The DSMO"s efforts win be
coordinated with the standards activities ofDEA~

Air will be a focus of the
residential programs~ More than any end use of elec-

the future increase air demand in
Thailan.d's will to

the saturation of air condi-
40 for residences in

for the rest of the .Ja.~lJlJ;."lloVJLIl.l. ...

.o."'IJ'"'ll.n1!"'l!'!:I"""~ households with air condi-
is 1-2

The 32-Watt Efficient Lighting Program will a
rebate for customers who install 32-watt
fluorescent tubes and efficient, low-loss magnetic ballasts
for T-8 lamps. The 32-watt lighting system (including tube
and low-loss ballast) uses about 30 percent less electricity
than a similar 40-watt fluorescent system~

load anagement

The of air in the United States is
iHustrative0 ~UiDseQu~ent to 1950 there was no air
COrld.ltlonm2 in the U.S. 1990 over 60 per-
cent of UeS~ households had air the
was over 90 which is ..."I"II1111"1"''Il~hln."fifi'E7

shnilar to Thailand Thai

The DSM Office will establish a load control that
win assess the potential for peak load control options.
spot metering the major end uses of electricity in up to 70
commercial and institutional in Bangkok, the

win the necessary information to assess
the and techniques for load control. The DSM
Office win also conduct audits in order to



estimate the JiJV',VAAIl.£UJa for load management benefits from
efficiency in central air COlldltlO:mDl1:!

systems.

made One of the stated of the
DSM Master Plan is to establish an

that win include a method for asseSSID£
the environmental benefits of demand side mana'l!el1nerlt.

In related areas, the DSM Office win: the
of using different types of load control

technologies such as power line carriers, radio- and
telephone-activated controls, and equipment timers; initiate
a project to demonstrate thermal energy storage technolo
gies; develop and analyze time-of-day tariffs to support
the of thermal energy storage and other load

The Thai government has reC~02m2~ea

fits of DSM that
t infrastructure. In its

Environment and Ue'velOPJrneltlt
in Brazil in June
as the
to reduce the rate

The power sector now accounts for 33 of
Thailand's total carbon dioxide emissions. It win surpass
trans}:)Ortatllon as the source of emissions in
Thailand. In the power sector win account for 43

of Thailand's enlissions
ehrmn.atlrlg the need to build fossil-fuel fired

DSM effort a
commitment of resources than the
embarked upon the has

the to reduce annual emissions frOlTI the
power sector in the year 2001 13 2 These
reductions can be achieved at a cost of conserved carbon
of about n of carbon Pont et al.

The of Thailand's capacity, from
MW in 1991 to about more than MW in 2006 win

enormous costs on Thailand?s environment in
terms of sulfur and carbon
dioxide Coal and will become much more

fuel sources in
COllsu.mJ:)t!cln of coal and combined win rise more
than ninefold over the next 15 years, for 66

of EGAT's 2006

Environmental Benefits of the
DSM IMaster Plan

onservationhailand's Energy
ro otion ct

In the "Thai le2;1shttulre ~inn'rnVf~C!

win establish what may become the
SD()nSlore~d fund for investment in energy VJl. A~l""'AVJ.£"'""I

renewable energy any nation in the world. The
Conservation Promotion Act has four main

the external costs associated with power
have not been accounted for in the tariff

structure. These externalities are the result of to
the environment and human health in Thailand and sur-

The is caused the normal
OPt~ratlon of power that bum fossil fuels such as
gas, and not these externalities
in the cost of power are
aSSUIDUHZ a value of zero to the environmenL state
and national have this fact and

to add an to the tariff.

conservation in factories" The Act identifies
measures that should be taken owners

to reduce energy use. The Act also
of ncontrolled factories and OU]ll(Un~s.

controlled facilities will be defined as either a
electric demand kW or annual energy use

to more than 4OO1110n liters of fuel oB
Owners must conduct energy audits

a full-time energy manager who
pro

records
~_v.. r.<=·IY"'l:J".."t-'lI~,n. sub-

for

of their ll·or>t'_~mo.G:'l·

must be certified
vides for
on energy llJ.Jl. ....,/u~'V".Il'VJI..A .. COllSU.ID):)U(Jln

mit said data to the on'UPl1'''"nln,.p>nlt·

and submit a

tif"'\7'lIO_lrs:J"!I"'1rn avoided cost for new power
After

adllus·ted. avoided cost is UUIoDV.,VV ..tfdJ

cost effective if cost
!lJ~"""o.::I,,",,;iJL"".. Thailand has no formal

#<L"Ar'lr.. 1llg .... ~'il4'.... 'l!!"'O .... that can influence the choices

In order to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of
DSM vm,.IIl.,·.!'U'll,';:' .. the DSM Master Plan has credits
for the of DSM measures with side
power These credits are 14 for
transmission & distribution 15 for the
power reserve and 15 for the environmen-
ml ofpOWerg~le~LtlO]n.
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The factors that led to the of the DSM master
and the Conservation Promotion Act are

complex and may not clear lessons for other
developing countries. It worth the
process that led to the of these and the
institutional between the various Thai energy

Grants will be selectively for a range of energy
efficiency and renewable energy and related
environmental activities. Funds may be used for educa
tion, promotion, demonstration, research and
development, policy and planning, and for the administra
tion of the Fund.. Funds may be granted to individuals,
businesses, organizations,
agencies and state The initial allocation to the
Fund will be in the range of million. Policy
makers have discussed a level of 0.07 baht/liter

l/gallon) for the on This
would result in an annual inflow of capital to the Fund of
about US$56 million

The Thai utilities de,rel()De~d.

instructed to do so
Committee. the
DSM as a national _..............~th>l'
director of the NaHonal Office.
the NEPO director the idea of least-cost
pianmn,g.. In the International Institute for
Conservation a DSM mission to the D.S.
of Thai and energy makers. After this

the director a paper on DSM.
This eVt~ntllalJlv led to the director that the
NEPC the Thai utilities to a DSM

Factors Affecting Energy Policy
and Implementation

Under the DBA has the for
OVt~rSe~ml2 the energy conservation activities of controlled
bUIICllll$Z;S and and for an energy code for
new buildings and standards for and
ecn:npme~nt. NEPO win form a new division to oversee the

the passage of the
motion Act was facilitated by the
Thailand in 1991 .. The coup leaders an
enJ.lgl:lteIlOO group of businessmen and technocrats to run
the The new then to
pass reforms in many areas related to energy and
the environment The Conservation which
had been in draft form for several years, was "lI"&:lI<·n;r"lMt'ta.n

submitted to the and rushed throu committee
to ensure its passage before the elections in 1992.

for financial and technical
Conservation Promotion Fund.

and approvaL Factory owners can apply for assistance
from the DSM Program and the Energy Conservation
Promotion Fund (see below). Three years are given for
owners of controHed factories to meet the conservation
requirements.

programe

c) standards for and
materials~ DEA has been authorized to issue regula'uoIlS
("U..,,':ll131?"'nll-nn the minimum of equip...

apl)!UmCes, bUllldllD2: A.llUIJlo'l>....""Jl.JUL4Io.l.l.,;Jl .. control systems and
efforts win be

with the DSMO's establishment of
...... .l!. .!'dl ..... ..ll. ......A.ll.V 'J' levels for DSM programs. Producers

ment Bank.

b) Energy conservation in large buildings~ The Act
identifies general measures that should be taken by factory
owners to reduce energy use in large commercial and
institutional buildings. Owners of controlled buildings
must appoint an energy manager who must be certified by
the government which also provides training for building
energy managers; conduct energy audits of their buildings;
keep records on energy consumption and conservation;
submit said data to the government; set goals and plans
for conservation; and submit a conservation plan to the
government for review and approvaL Building owners can
apply for assistance from the DSM program and the Fund.
Owners of controlled buildings are three years to
meet the conservation requirements.. In addition, the
g01V'eDLUD.lent has the authority to issue guidelines on the
efficiency of constructed buildings. A model energy
code has been prepared for new commercial and institu
tional The code will be issued on a voluntary
COlnp.l1mlce basis until institutional ca to certifY and
enforce code can be in the mumci-

code agencies. Information
materials for design have been
de"\relc)uecj& llllcluldrnl2 a software-based check...

and distributors of
and materials can
assistance from the

d) Co:nservation Promotion Fund
The Fund will be set up with money transferred from
three sources. The initial allocation for the fund will come
from the now-defunct Petroleum Price Stabilization Fund.
After the first year, the Fund will be continue to be
financed from at least two sources: an annual levy on
pet~roleUln and natural gas refinery products, as weH as
any funds received from the private sector from
overseas, and governments or international
~"'Jl,"",AAIO, llJlC!UlClIT.ll2 the World Bank and the Asian LJe'Vel~OD-
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because these
in pro,aUC:;UOln and therep1resent the .,..",""'''''''..... 11·'''' .... '11"

end useS5

For some programs, it is that the DSM
Office win energy from manu-
facturers, rather than rebates to individual
consumers at the of retail sale. In this sense, the
DSM Office win closely watch the results of other similar
initiatives in Sweden and the
U~S. candidates for direct

In Golden as it has
been dubbed in the can already claim
a modest success in Thailand. As described in the earlier
section on residential programs, Sanyo has
ae,rel()De~:L and win soon a 'Il"t:ll"'tM O',~'Il"~t'n'il"

with increased insulation that uses 25 percent less
electricity than a comparable standard model (Sanyo

The fact that Sanyo will begin to market the
efficient without for DSM incentives
indicates that there is a to
incentives for manufacturers to design much more effi
cient models. For example, llEC originally suggested to

that increase the wall insulation from 35mm to
rather than 60mm5 This modification would

reduce electricity by 48 to
the baseline model (Parker 1991).

electronic ballasts; and (2) local manufacture of electronic
ballasts could reduce the retail price more than 50
percent..

Indeed, development of the private sector infrastructure to
provide energy-efficiency products and services is perhaps
the biggest challenge facing of the DSM
plan and the Energy Conservation Promotion Fund. The
DSM Master Plan recommends that the utilities rely on
private sector firms to market the DSM programs and
that, where feasible, the utilities contract with
firms to operate the DSM programsc In addition, the plan
stresses the need to establish private-sector advisory
groups in each sector to assist the DSM Office to
provide advice on technologies, incentive levels, manufac-

capabilities, and other of program design.

The Board of Investment a government agency that
investment information and

leges for companies in Thailand's and
service sectors, can also play a role in the nurture of
Thailand's energy-efficiency industry the
domestic manufacture of efficient and electrical

lID'pleme:ntBLtlo'n of energy conservation programs, includ
Conservation Promotion Funds In order to

n'tu.:lloo1'"l'!:l!nnu"llO' functions, the utilities and the NEPO
oe,reIC)D an institutional mechanism to ensure that the

op~~ral:l0I1S of the DSM Office and the Conserva-
tion Promotion Fund are closely linkeds

Role of the Private Sector

Given the capacity facing
the DSM is just a in the

buckeL The estimated savings of 225 MW represents just
4 of the MW that EGAT will build from
1991 to 1996.. It also does not approach the scale of

or effort the 10-year, 2,000 MW
..f":U.",.u.V'~~ll semor at Thai

utilities understands and accepts the principles of
there is institutional inertia the
Im'PlemenUlLtlon of a that tuIDlCi.a:menta.ny transforms
the pat'aOl2;m of a from an energy to a
n~"r"lo'{r1!J'1t;:!ll.'ll" of energy services.. The 225 MW savings

became a after the minister in
of energy affairs returned an 30 MW sav-

cOlrnplaunmt,g that it was not ambitious v.1.Ii.\.IUJ:;:.JU.

Hundreds of minions of dollars worth of ~nf~rU'V-ljl~H110'

and related materials are either
~V1l'..,..n.1!"'1l't;:!ll.rl from or to Thailand each

year ~ and electrical the
lnarket is at a rate of more than 20 per
year~ For of window and wall air condi-
tioners increased 163 from 1988 to 19905
Im1Ports of increased 51
the same the establishment of the DSM
initiative and the Conservation Promotion
the market share of is bound to
increase~ Based on a conservative estimate that efficient
'n'il"i",J'1Hlroi'Ci win a 10 market share the
estim.1.ted market size for energy efficient win be

~.... 1>J'W'h'''''''''''''' million ~nt'H~ I hI

which saw sales of 25
1988 to severalmanufac-

mrers have indicated to the of
electronic baUasts~ Earlier efforts local distributors to
introduce electronic ballasts failed because the market was
not to them. owners were not will-

to pay 10-15 times more for electronic relative to
magnc~tlc ballasts.. Two factors now make the economics
of electronic ballasts more attractive: (1) the
})SM program, and the Conservation Pro-
motion win incentives for the of

6,,202 w du Pont and BllJraeA7I



equipment. Bol has granted promotional privileges to 88
firms that manufacture energy-using equipment and related
materials. These firms made initial investments of more
than US$800 million. The efficiency of most products
manufactured and sold in Thailand can easily be increased
by 10-20 percent, and in some cases by more than 50
percent (nEe 1992). Through its various promotional
privileges, incentives, and information campaigns the Bol
can help to catalyze the development of a strong energy
efficiency industry.
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Conclusions

Much of the world's energy community will be closely
watching the progress of Thailand's electricity conser
vation efforts. If the Thai DSM effort is effectively
implemented, it could lead to a significant commitment by
the other Asian utilities to DSM. (Tenaga Nasional

the power that serves peninsular
is to the feasibility of imple-

DSM schemes.) DSM programs win directly
boost the technology sector in Asia and increase economic
de1{el~DPlnellt in this sector of the economy. This win have
a effect the economy.

A for Thai energy PlBLnnerS
managers win be to the
ture necessary to the en€:;r~rv-e,nl(~leilCY nr()dUlcts
and called for in the DSM
Conservation Promotion Act. Thai lI~I"1l'nCli"'Il""l

has of investment
successive years of nnllnH~-nllU"lJ

1989-1991. ~'lItol.hnl-n'll"'1l'li.Tr.s't~ par1mer'SilllPS

~tf"'::lt~(,.V if this
and

1. After for a 15
14 transmission and distribution
MW of power translates into
delivered power.. MW of V.lA.JIi.vAV.JU..vJ'

about 23.5 of the delivered power.

Endnotes

2.. This is a crude estimate made that the
achievable DSM of MW is

realized as a cancellation or deferral of power plants
across all fuel in EGAT's
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